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It is not what a man gets,
but what a mau is that he
should think of. He should
first think of his character
and then of his condition.
He that has character need
have no fear of condition for
character will draw condi
tion after it.
Henry Ward Beecher.
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SENIOR DAY PROGRAM
countries, which provides also for 20 eager to contribute to missions. "For
On Friday, April 22, at 11;15 a.m., Scandanavian students at American Love's Sweet Sake" was the title of
the college Senior Class of '21 made universities. A total of 191 students Miss Kendrick's story which depict
their first appearance in caps and had made applications for the ap ed the wonderful devotion of a Bible
gowns. Dr. B. W. Ayres, the facul pointments.
woman to the cause of Jesus Christ.
ty advisor and Miss Elizabeth Bing
Williams, who is the son of Attor The stories were touching, interest
ham, a post graduate, led the proces ney and Mrs. William K. Williams, ing and very well told. The judges
sion, followed by the class.
sr., 160 Wilson avenue, will be grad- cecided in favor of Miss Beisecker.
The Taylor song was then sung by auted in June from the forestry de
A mixed quartet opened the pro
the entire school, after which Dr. partment. of Yale r.nivei sity with the gram with a beautiful missionary
Wray read the Scripture and led in degree of bachelor of forestry. At hymn. Beatrice Sprague gave a
preyer. Mrs. Stant followed with a the same time he will receive the de- reading with piano accompaniment.
song, which was beautifully rendered. gre of bachlor of science from Tay "0 Zion Haste" was pantomined by
Dr. B. W. Ayres then crowned the lor university, Upland, Ind., which he IS ilodene Countrymen.
Miss Koday with success by a masterly ad attended for three years before the bayashi sang this wonderful hymn
dress to the class. The service was war. After the war he spent six with remarkable appreciation. Mrs.
i niversally considered to be very im months at Iowa State university, Gilbertson presented the work of the
pressive.
Ames, Iowa, to complete his four Taylor Standard Bearer Society and
At 12:30 p.m., Mrs. Faulder-enter years' work and for the past two gave a brief history of the Thank Of
tained the Senior Class to luncheon. years has been a student at Yale. He fering. A generous offering was re
The table was beautifully decorated also spent a summer in the forests of ceived. The Thank Offerings of the
with violets, the class flower.
Coloado. He has lived in Columbus, societies will be used to buy Fords
All present enjoyed a delightful all his life, except when away at for the missioaries.
social hour.
school and in the war; is 24 years of
The last number was a piano quar
The menu was as follows:
age and is a graduate of East high tet, "Peer Gynt Suite" by Missses
Grape Fruit
Mary Shaw, Eloise Abbey, Joyce and
Fricassed chicken Mashed potatoes
Dorothy Spaulding. This is a real
MISS SHAW, PIANIST
story in music and portrayed very
Orange marmalade
Gravy
Assisted by Alice Wesler, Soprano vividly the scenes in Peer Gynt's life.
Banana salad
It was most pleasantly rendered.
Beatrice Sprague, Reader
Rolls
Mary Shaw gave an interesting re
Reporter.
Those present were:
cital at Schreiner Auditorium, Tues
Dr. B. W. Ayres
day eveining, April 26, beofre a large
LOCALS
and appreciating audience.
Mrs. B. W. Ayres
Floyd and "Bud" Seelig were in
Her
interpretation
of
Beethoven's
Miss Elizabeth Bingham
Sonata with which her program open Indianapolis over the week end.
Mr. Hutsinpiller
Rev. Thomas of North Carolina, an
ed showed her to be an artist who
Mrs. Hutsinpiller
merited the applause which was ac Evangelist, spent a few days at Tay
corded her. The balance of the pro lor between engagements.
Mr. Moulton
gram included Schumann's Romance
Wednesday evening, April 20th., we
Mrs.. Moulton
F. Sharp Maj.; Brockway's Romance had a slight chance to see how, at
Mr. Eavy
E Maj.; Boyle's Serenade; Pader- least the formal side of the Senate
Mrs. Eavy
wski's Melodie G Flat; Chopin's Im works. It was interesting to see
Mr. Seelig
promptu A flat Maj.; Ferrata's To- some of them work. Sorry all were
rata Chromatigue; Liszt's Pagarini not present as we wanted to hear
Mrs Seelig
Etude; a set of pieces that offered Dunlap and Seelig rave. Too bad no
Mr. Dunlap
ample opportunity for the exhibit of discipline case was up.
Mr. Rose
the pianist's technical equipment and
The Eureka Debating Club had the
Miss Tresler
command of style.
first spring outing, a banquet in the
Miss Wesler was in excellent vocal woods in memory of the Winter
Miss Miles
condition and revealed her voice of Term debaters.
Miss Dunn
clear and sweet qualty to marked ad
Mr. Wilde
Mrs. Totman is still producing the
vantage in Ronald's Dawn in the For
Mr. Fujahara
est; Cadman's Welcome Sweet Wind. meals. A real hotel would have been
established if it had not been for
Mrs. Faulder.
Miss Sprague in The Littlest Rebel — ?—? Didn't have enough rooms.
by Helen Bennett acted the part
The last report is that Dr. Taylor
TAYLOR SCORES AGAIN.
which she read and showed the finest
and family will arrive on the campus
The following article was taken discrimination in her descriptive about the middle of next week
from the Columbus Evening Forum work. All in all it was a program
The P. T class has done one good
and Dispatch. It tells the story of out of the ordinary and enthusiasti
thing anyway this year. They clean
how another name has been addei to cally received.
ed the baseball diamond of those aw
that already long list of Taylor boys
who have won great distinction in STANDARD BEARER CONTEST. ful cinders Now the diamond is in
ether places of learning.
Monday evening, April 25, the good shape.
Mr. Wm. Williams has been ap annual Thank Offering program of
For the benefit of those living in
pointed to a traveling scholarship of the tandard Bearer Society was ren a constant state of lethergy, we will
flOOO for study of forestry in a Swed dered. This year the Standard Bear say that Percy H. Boat has "done
ish university, by the American-Scan- ers gave a "Story-Telling Contest." went and done it." Whether we have
danavian Foundation of New York, The contestants
were Rosabelle our Expression teacher next year is
being one of 20 American students Daugherty, Katherine Beisecker, and hard to say, as—well—another dia
thus honored for study in the Uni Aileen Kendrick. Miss Daugherty mond..
versities and technical institutes of told how a proud, self-centered girl
John Collier was at a district con
Denmark, Norway and Swenden dur caught the vision of the need for
ing the coming school year. These Christian Workers in the foreign ference on last Tuesday.
students, representing 12 states and land and gave her life for this work.
Miss Frances Ekis was pianist for
the District of Columbia and 19 The story, "Beckie's Convertion to Hugh Dickerson, who assisted Soph
American universities and colleges, Missions" by Miss Beisecker was in ie Braslau, vocalist at the concert at
were appointed under the terms of a deed true to life. It portrayed a Marion, on Wednesday evening, April
fellowship exchange between the selfish visionless mother who after 27. Many Taylorites were in the au
United States and the Scandinavian the death of her only daughter was dience.
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SONNET.
The winds of spring are soft and
sweet; the rain
Falls gently down upon the tender
head
Of flowers that spring from out
their wintry bed;
And birds with joyous note, o'er hill
and plain,
Pour forth a blithesome evers welling
strain.
The brooklets laugh and ripple, ever
fed
By ling'ring snow -ind falling ram.
And led
By these, all nature sings a glad re
frain.
But in some heart 'tis winter now.
The chill
Of doubt, the snow of strife, and sor
row's blast
Are there. All joy is fled, all love
seems gone;
The heart is crushed with bitter
grief. Be still
And wait, sad heart, for spring will
come at last.
Then in thy heart new ioy and life
will dawn.
Ines Miles.
WHEN I WAS AFRAID.
Among my many childhood expe
riences one stands out as a decided
success. A friend of mother's had
called for her to drive with her to
the Ladies' Aid leaving her daughter
and little son with me and my two
small brothers. It was with much
show of authority that we girls as
sumed the responsibility of controling our brothers.
We had not
reached the dignified age however,
she being twelve and I thirteen.
Many were the feats of valor the hay
• loft witnessed that afternoon.
From the large doors in either end
< f the barn loft we could see for miles
over the North Dakota harvest fields.
After we were exhausted from romp
ing in the hay and swinging in a
swing which hung from the rafters
we retired to one of these doors,
We were thoroughly enjoying the cool
breeze and amusing ourselves vying
one with another as to who might be
the first to see the various convey
ances that came over a distant hill
b'fore us. We had plenty of time to
allow our imagination to build a stoj y around each traveler.
As we
w'atched two pedestrians came over

the hill. We were startled at once.
In Dakota you seldom see a man
walking along the country road.
Such men are almost sure to be
ti'amps. I have since learned that
not all tramps are bad, but at that
age nothing could frighten me so
much as to see a man walk into the
yard.
We girls began at once to plan
some way of escape. One of our
neighbors had created a great deal
of excitement that spring by coming
home from the Michigan woods with
smallpox. It was late in the sum
mer now, but I remember very dis
tinctly the feeling that came over me
as I drove by their house and saw the
sign, "Smallpox," posted on the gat
With haste we girls called the chil
dren together and ran to the house.
While I hunted for a hammer and
some nails my friend printed, "Small
pox," in large letters on a piece of
cardboard. This we nailed to the
gate post, rushed into the house anu
pulled down all of the window shades.
We were brave enough to leave one
up a few inches from the sill so that
we could peep out.
The men crawled along the road
toward the house. We had plenty of
time to suffer as we watched them
v/alk the distance of half a mile.
Finally they slouched into the barn
yard. One man stopped at the well,
the other came toward the house.
He stopped short before the gate and
.soon began gesticulating wildly to
hie companion, who left the well and
together they crossed the field to the
road, without coming past the house.
The difference in the way they walk
ed into the yard and the wav they
walked out as was noticeable.
Mrs. R. J. Hutsinpillev.
GOD'S LAWS
Text—"Behold, I set before you
this day a blessing and a curse."
A blessing if ye obey the com
mandments of the Lord your God.
And a curse, if ye will not obey
the commandments of the Lord your
God, but turn aside out of the way
which I command you this day."
Deuteronomy 11:26, 27, 28.
We have set before us the picture
of Moses addressing the children of
Israel: as a great leader he had come
down to old age and this is the occa
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sion of his last oration just follow
ing the giving of the Ten Command
ments. No one realized better than
this venerable old saint the impor
tance of the precepts of God, and
now, his last time to address the
people, he admonishes them to give
strict observance to God's laws.
At various times during the his
tory of mankind God has deemed it
necessary to lay down certain stat
utes for men to observe. He gave
the children of Israel the Ten Com
mandments and so on down through
the ages including the teachings of
our Savior when he was here on
earth. We may refer to the Bible
not only as the inspired word of
God but also as "the Book of the
Law" containing all laws sufficient
for our instruction.
Considering God's laws, let us first
notice that they are perfect laws.
"The law of the Lord is perfect con
verting the soul."
Psalms 19;7.
When we think of the commandments
of God we think of them as ideal;
the last word in law. This can be
readily proved in the fact that the
outstanding principal in the law of
cur country is such as fas patterned
after the Ten Commandments and
"The Golden Rule". Our standards
of government are set accordingly.
Another noticable fact is that it has
Veen neccessary to add new statutes
to those on our law books from time
to time as population increased and
conditions changed, also to revise
some of our laws. But during all
these years God's commandments
have needed no revision; they are
perfect commandments adequate to
every age and condition.
Still further we observe that the
laws of our country change with
the forces in power; they are sub
ject to the will of man. God's laws
art not subject to the will of man;
neither indeed is there ever occasion
when man may alter them in the
least. The precepts of God are per
fect and far beyond the power of
man to change, either by adding to
or detraction from them.
Second, let us remember that God's
laws are supreme laws. God is sup
reme, above all and the Creator of
all things. He is supreme in His
love for mankind. He is supreme
in His glorv. God is the supreme
King of Kings, the Lord of Lortls,
and His greatness and supremacy
are far beyond the conception of the
finite mind of man. To say the least,
we should regard God's command
ments as above and preceeding those
of man. Should they conflict with
the laws of man, God's commands
should be given first consideration.
There is no higher law than the
law of God.
Third, God's laws are necessary
laws. From the time sin entered
this world, law has ben a necessary
factor in the determination of man
kind. If there were no sin, we would
need no law, therefore law was made
necessary by the entrance of sin into
this world. God's commandments are
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not a set of arbitary laws as some disobedient. The justice of Almigh
t
seem to regard them. Every com ty God demands that men conform to
mand of God, if observed by man God's commands or pay the penalty Pgfrnn|7p fllir AflUPMlQPrQ
would bring about truer happiness o f d i s o b e d e i e n c e . W e o b e y p h y s i c a l r u l l U l l l L U U U I n U V u l l l u u l u
and greater satisfaction. This not laws or our bodies suffer. The laws
only for the one observing the com of our country must be observed and
mandment but for society as a whole; spiritual laws must be regarded or
for we are an inter-dependent peo we will indeed suffer. God's laws
ple. If all men should suddenly start are not to be trifled with. When
DR. W. H. ERVIN
obeying to the letter the statutes of God commands man must heed the
Dentist
God, it might mean a disturbance in command or the curse of God will be
our social and economic life, but the upon his disobedience.
ultimate end would be peace, happi
"And sin when it is finished bringOffice Phone 192
Cooley Blk.
ness and contentment. The observ eth forth death." James 1:15. "The
Res.
Phone
193
Hartford
City
ance of God's laws is an absolute soul that sinneth it shall die." Ezenecessity in the bringing about of kiel 18:20. "The wages of sin is
true happiness here on earth and is death, but the gift of God is eter
eternal life beyond.
nal life." Romans 6:23.
Dry Cleanig & Pressing
The laws of God are adequate to
"Behold I set before you a blessing
$1.00 a Suit
man's very need. If they were obey and a curse. A blessing if ye obey."
ed by all men no other law would be Peu. 11:27,28.
V. L. CLINE
necessary. God's commandments are
Truly we ought to come to a great
At T. U. orders taken on Wednessday and
complete in their provision for the er realization of the importance of
delivered on Saturday.
best welfare of all mankind. It is God's laws W ought to cheerfully
OVER BOWENS STORE
U LAND.IND.
only because men disregard God's conform to God's way of living and
laws that other laws are necessary. in so doing reap the innumerable
Moses clearly set before the people benefits coming only to the follower
the two alternatives; "a blessing if of the Lord Jesus Christ.
5 Ten Cent packagesc of Flow
ye obey and a curse if ye disobey."
er or Garden Seed
25c
Man is a free moral agent an upon
THE SHADOWLESS REALM.
Or 30 Ten Cent Packages and
him alone rests the decision as to
Atlas of New Europe $1.00 post
Among the pioneers in the dream
whether to obey or disobey. This of imperialism an world domination
paid.
important issue may be disregarded was the royal house of Dracovania.
HOWARD SEED HOUSE,
for a time, but sooner or later every How wide was the domain tributary
Windfall, Indiana.
man must clearly face the question; to the autocrat no one knew. Suffice
What shall I do with God ?
it to say that the realm was rich in
To the man who keeps God's laws, gold, which was produced in all the
is assured the blessing of God and prodigality that was required to de
along with it happiness, contentment, light a royal aristocracy which was
TUTTLE
satisfaction and peace that only the a victim of that greed which once
follower of Christ may experience. cursed the near-mediaeval conquistaDisappointment is at random in the dores. Artisans to employ this gold
"SEZ"
world today. Suffering, sorrow and in the crafts of design and utility
discontent are to be seen on every were found in ever- city of the king
hand. Men seek to find contentment dom, as were workers in all manner
Ladies new strap Pumps in tan
in riches or pleasure and some even of other metals. Science and inven
or black
$3.95 to $6.95
in warfare but the greatest happi tion were wooed to an intense degri e
Men's Brogue Oxfords
$7.95
ness is attained only by keeping and civic information and pride had
Silk hosiery to match 79c to$1.39
God's laws. Do right and you will been developed to the point where
Students may ask for special discount
make good. This life is not a mere some of the citizens were well fitted
game of chance. Our misfortune is to serve their sovereign as subordi
rot merely that we are "out of luck". nates who believed in the divine right
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
A wave of fatalism has been sweep of kings, while others were beginning
ing over the country expressing it to think of the inherent rights of
self in such songs as: "I'm forever cf subjects.
blowing bubbles." In the Army we
The scion of a long ancestry of dy
became accustomed to such slang nastic forebears, Luis the Humteenth
phrases as; "out of luck" or "no such so well indoctrinated concerning the
good luck", these urged in by the superior prerogatives of royalty that
environments of the much evidenced besides being less informed he was
game of chance with all ifs curse scarcely sympathetic concerning the
MARION, IND.
and degradation.
There may at ideals and aspirations of his subjects.
times express itself a slight element In his platform there were two prin
of chance in the make up of our cipal planks,—one that he was the
daily routine, but this by no means heir of all the rights inhering in the
predominates our lives. Neither is royalty of which he came ,and the
our salvation a matter of chance for other that of himself he would exact
Superior Laundering
Jesus Christ died for all, making sal for royalty more honor than it had
vation a matter of choice; "Whoso ever before claimed. Verily his lit
by "Rain Soft" water
ever will let him come and take of tle finger was to be thicker than his
the water of life freely." Rev. 2:17. father's loins.
It is a certain fact that the greatest
Methods
Luis keenly delighted himself in
gratification in this life and the only the possession of the hereditary Draassurance of eternal life is to that covanian crown. But for his further
person giving strict attention and re gratification he insisted upon being
gard to the comandments of God.
wearer of another crown which was
In concluding we must also observe made for him alone, by reason of his
that just as certain as the blessing own ascendant star. The new crown
of God is upon the obedient, just so was of Luis' personal designing, and
certain the curse of God is upon the was curiously and
extravagantly

Tuttle Shoe Co.

Trueblood Laundry Co,

LOYO OLSON

Agent

wrought in gold and gems, and was
finished by two tapering columns
whose manufacture had taxed to the
extreme both the art of the craftsmaster and the treasury of the king
dom. The surmounting columns rep
resented to the monarch's mind his
own double claim to allegiance, that
be tradition and this this b-- person
al egotism. The vow administe
v/hen the new crown was made to
rest upon his brow obliged Luis to
wear his diadem whenever he appear
ed in public, the ancestral crown be
ing destined to disuse except as the
emblem of hereditary power within
the chamber and councils of state.
Since Luis was a loved of display
and of acclamation, he and his royal
jewel became speedily familiar to the
to the public eye. This was as he
would have had it, and so continued
until the king became aware that in
a shadow the climactic jewels of his
crown, those tapering safts, very
n uch resembled a donkey's ears.
Nor had the populace been less keen
about making the observation. Not
without murmuring had they bent
their backs to the burden of royol ex
travagance, and to their minds nei
ther in fact nor in shadow did the an
cestral dignities eclipse the ruler's
personal avarice.
The result became a forced retire
ment from a now ever-rebuking, then
ever-ridiculing public denunciation.
The combination of circumstances
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little pleased the proud monarch. Entirement from public was, to him, of
all things the least to be desired. To
go about accompanied by crown and
shadow was fatal to his self-esteem
and royal influence. To doif the pub
lic crown was forbidden by his oath.
The quiet of home and the routine du
ties of court had never been to his lik
ing. Luis wanted a place in the
sun."
With no little amusement and some
satisfaction, his subjects had become
aware of their ruler's dilemna. Some
one wrote the king that in half the
far-reachng kingdom of Dracovania
the sun cast no shadow, which truly
referred to the succession of day and
right but which Luis did not so un
derstand. He resolved to find the
shadowless land, there to build a new
capitol and live in peace. He little
knew how far he might have to trav
el; he little cared through how many
sunlit days the crown must pilot the
signature of public disdain along
highway and over hill to the hopedfor haven. Soon that haven should
be realized; the deliverance would re
pay him for the interval of indignity.
After many days of vain pursuit
and questioning endeavor, the courtly
vagabond arrived at the second city
of his kingdom. Little was he even
prepared for such a reception as was
offered him. Hundreds of the people
met hm, wearing iron crowns made in
imitation of his.

Never without the last straw would
the camel's back be broken. The ef
fect upon Luis was as though the roy
al drummer had begun to beat a re
treat; and the king retreated. He
was now fully resolved what to do.
He would go back home, sign his ab
dication, and be forever rid of the
crown and its troublesome shadow.
It was high noon of a hot summer
day when the king staggered up to
the porch at the back door, in the
north entrance, of his once desired
palace. Before entering the portal
he faced about. He would look once
more, would take a last fleeting
glance at the pestilent shadow. It
was nowhere to be seen.,
"My lesson has been larned!" said
King Luis. "I have found the shad
owless realm on the shady side of my
own dwelling. I am content."
Ross J. Hutsinpiller.
Dean in chapel, "You need not
move your watches up with the bell
on Friday morning."
Wesley Pugh gazing towards the
tower, "Some move."
Kenneth Day, "The wild flowers
' like best are the Mayflowers, but
they don't seem to grow around
here."
Prof. Westlake looking for mark
indicating starting point, "Oh, here
is the caret. I was looking for it
to turnip."

Blumenthal & Co.
Marion, Indiana
MARION'S GREATEST FASHION CENTER
Womens' and Misses' high grade apparel for SPRING AND SUMMER,
now showing. Beautiful frocks of Silk, Crepe, Organdie, Voile, Ging
hams and combination effects—lovely blouses for every occasion—suits,
wraps and other outer apparel of newest style, color and best quality at
modest prices.

Men's Section
MEN'S CORRECT DRESS CLOTHES
And dress accessories have full sway in this great department—all that is
new and desirable will greet you here—at prices consistent with true
values.
SHOES, DRY GOODS, ETC.
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ALUMNI NOTES
Rev. A. E. Cortner, '18, has been
re-appointed to his church at Albany,
Ind. He reports one hundred eleven
conversions in this year's revival.
May 1st he preaches the baccalaur
eate sermon of the Albany Hgh
School.
Mr. Harvey Brown, '18, and Miss
Lois Speck, also a former student,
were married recently in Detroit,
Mich. Mr. Brown has been employ
ed in Detroit, bub expects to enter the
ministry the coming year.
Blanche Rankin Potter is residing
in Forsyth, Montana.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Browning and
son, Phil Alton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Vayhinger and family are lo
cating at Muncie, Ind., where they
have purchased the Muncie WetWash Co., at 637 Wheeling Ave. They
will open business May 10. Mr. and
Mrs. Browning (Loi* Vayhinger) and
son were formerly of Logan, W.
Virginia.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Hiraide have a
little son, whom they call Nobumishi
(Nobu—Preach, Mishi—Gospel).
Their address is:
708 Minamicho,
6th St Aoyama,
Akasakaku,
Tokyo, Japan.
Mr. Hiraide received his B. A. and
B. D. degrees from Taylor.
NEWS FROM ROBERT McCUTCHEON.
Dear Miss Shaw:
It is sometime since you wrote re
questing some news as to my work.
As you doubtless know I received a
Scholarship and am now taking Grad
uate work at Northwestern UniversP- and Seminary course in Garrett
Biblical Institute. Mrs. McCutcheon
and I enjoyed the place very much,
Waive being especially interested in
the Monica League, an organization
of the ministers' wives.
As is true in any Seminary I find
that there are some things presented
in a different light from the teach
ing at Taylor, but in all my classes
they have been fair and considerate
and permitted us to make our own
choice and readjustments as we see
fit.
Only Tuesday of this week I spent
the day with M. B. Wilcox in the
Medical School where he is taking
his Junior work in Medicine. Al
though the Medical School is under
the direction and part of Northwest
ern University it is not located on the
same Campus with the College of Lib
eral Arts as is the case with the
Seminary, but is located in the heart
of Chicago in conjunction with the
Wesley Memorial Hospital. Miss
Lelia Phillips, student at Taylor in
'18, is taking the Nurses' Training
course in Wesley Memorial. Thus
the Medical School in connection
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with the Hospital is doing a tre —then the men took turns first bow
mendous amount of work, especially ing to the characters and then to the
men and boys lined up. The perwith the poorer classes by reason of ormance kept us most of the night.
the Dispensary.
Wilcox is doing The next day they bowed to the old
splendid work, enjoys his profession woman who was giving the 'birth
very greatly and has the advantages day.' "
At Christmas she told of having
of a very comprehensive training.
His work for this year is especially fresh vegetables for the Christmas
hard and exhaustive, having classes table, and has seen only a very little
snow in the two winters she has been
six days in the week.
On several occasions I have had op there. She has sent home a number
of souvenirs and curios.
portunities of seeing Jay Harm, who
I was hoping to get down to Tay
is an Instructor at the University;
both O'neil and McNulty are taking lor during this Easter recess, but
their Seminary work in Garrett. find that I had so much work piled up
Monday of this week, by rare occur- that I could not do so. I am very
rance, I met Ralph Johnson on the much interested in the Alma Mater:
train as he was leaving Chicago to go and can assure you that the days at
into Ohio on the concert course with T. U. are counted as the finest of mv
the Redpathe Concert Company. He life.
Sincerely,
is having success in his work.
R. S McCutcheon.
Doubtlessly all are quite as inter
ested in the brief news which we re
ceive from our sister Martha as we
CHRONICLES
ourselves are. Out of several let
ters of the past few months I will
Thursday, Apr. 14—May Rector
send a few extracts and squibs. At startles us with her report of the
the Foo Chow Annual Conference, "thrills and whatnot" of Chicago.
Bishop Frederick T. Keeney, presid
Friday, Apr. 15—Alice Wesler re
ing; "Sis" was given charge of the
ceives parcel we all noticed should
Woman's School of which she will lave been labeled "Perished."
have to be housekeeper, have a num
Saturday, Apr. 16—Students enjoy
ber of the classes in the school, some
in English, some in music, and one downtown Minstrel.
Sunday, Apr. 17—Snow, snow,,
Bible class in Chinese. On the 6th
of February she writes that she is beautiful snow, but alas the blossoms
having a good visit with Floy Hurl- suffer from the frost.
but who was on her way to attend a
Monday, Apr. 18—Another Spring
Y. P. Conference at Hai Tang. "It day. More tennis.
uoesn't get freezing cold—roses, vio
Tuesday, Apr. 19—Miss Virginia
lets and other flowers bloom all win Ruse, assisted by Mjiss Willodine
ter but on the sea we have the cold Countryman, reader, gives an artis
damp winds that seem to go right tic piano recital.
thru you. The dormitories have no
Sleeping out-doors becomes popu
heat and a number of the window
lights are out. The people have no lar.
Wednesday, Apr. 20—Open session
way of heating houses, they have lit
of the Senate. The student body is
tle charcoal fires..
"It will be a rather hard winter for given a glimpse of its representative
the people down here. Of course body at work.
Thursday, Apr. 21—"Water, water
they are not as bad off as the fam
ine sufferers in the north. While at everywhere and not a drop to drink."
Foo Chow one of the men of the Mis
Friday, Apr. 22—Senior Day. The
sion saw them selling famine refu college seniors appear for the first
gees. They had them in bags so that time in their caps and gowns. The
you couldn't tell whether they were Dean delivers an inspiring address
men, women or children. They were during the Chapel Service.
selling for 50 or 60 cents each. They
Saturday, Apr. 23—Eurekan-Eulowould be used as slaves or whatever gonian first game of season. More
the buyer would wish."
pep, Eurjeka! Or are you offering
Late in the fall Martha told of an them a bit of encouragement at the
Ancestor's Worship Ceremony. Only outset ?
the men worship the parents and an
Sunday,
Apr. 24—Rev. Barrett
cestors. Ancestor worship by the
preaches Bauccalaureate Sermon for
way is one of the oldest religions of down-town high school. Beautiful
China. "One of the Bible women
came over and told us there was a day and everybody out.
Monday, Apr. 25—T. U. Standard
big birthday party or celebration to
which she would take us. The house Bearers give an interesting program,
was packed but they pushed us up to including a reading contest, for the
the front, where we were so packed benefit of foreign missions.
in we could scarcely move. They had
Tuesday, Apr. 26—Miss Mary
gieat decorations—big red banners, Shaw, assisted by Misses Alice Wes
candles and pictures. Then they ler, soprano and Beatrice Sprague,
spread a matting on one side of the reader gives a delightful piano reci
room and a red blanket on it. Then tal in Schreiner Auditorium.
N. ro™of men a?d ^oys got down on
Wednesday, Apr.27 —Eurekans en
it. I hen they fixed up another place joy weiner roast in the woods. Lots
in front—had a bed quilt on the floor of pep, Eurekans.
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Disease Caused
By Mechanical
Pressure
Pressure is one of the most universal of all causes of disease
—mere mechanical presure. This is the Osteopathic doctrine
refined t0 its basic conception. Recognizing this simple truth
unlocks the mystery of every kind of human sickness and opens
new doors of escape from it.
Andrew Taylor Still, M. D., and American physician of the
"old school," made this discovery fifty years ago, and its pro
mulgation has quite revolutionized the practice of medicine of
our day.
But the world moves—and medical ideas with it.
Today Osteopathy, the system of diagnosis and treat ment
which Dr. Still evolved to cope with disease from a new vantage
point of truth, is known the wrld over, it is recognized by stat
utes in almost all states i nthis union and is established by court
decisions in the remainder, it has cured members of the royal
families of Europe after court doctors and knighted specialists
had failed.
It looks as if this simple truth, that ABNORMAL PRES
SURE IN THE BODY CAUSE DISEASE, were to keep on
growing in popular understanding until it shall thunder down
the ages as one of the greatest discovveries of science. All later
research supports this discovery.

Dr. Amos W. Tindall
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
MASONIC TEMPLE,

HARTFORD CITY, IND.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
MINISTRY.
In the Literary Digest of April 16
a most interesting article was pub
lished under the title "As the Pew
Sees the Pulpit." The contents of the
article was somewhat as follows:
A Y. M. C. A. secretary of
Youngstown, Ohio, wishing to find
out if possible what the men of ti.at
town thot of the ministry, sent a
questicnaire to the professional, bus
iness, and laboring
men. The
Christian Century summarizes the re
sults in this manner:
"Ninety of one hundred and five
writers believe clergymen enter the
minister with different motives from
those that prompt men to adopt oth
er callings. Eighty-six of one hun
dred and seventeen said they would
advise young men in whom they are
personally interested to enter the
ministry. Ninety- two count a cler
gyman among their intimate friends;
nineteen do not.
"Sixty-five men thought minsters
were as good mixers as men in oth
er professions; fifty
thought they
were not.
Sixty-five thought they
needed to be; sixteen thought they
did not need to be. Is it natural and
easy for you to turn to the minister
for spiritual advice as it is to turn to

the lawyer for legal advice or to the
physician for medical advice?' Yes,
twentv-three; no, seventy-one.
'Do
the ministers you know stand out as
real community leaders, as men of
other callings?' Yes, seventy-three;
no, thirty-six. 'As a rule, could min
isters have commanded a larger in
come had they pursued another call
ing?' Yes, eighty-nine; no, twentyfive.' 'Is the average minister too
idealistic and too uncompromising in
his beliefs and teachings?' Yes, for
ty-seven; no, sixty-one. 'Does the av
erage sermon intei'est you as much as
the average secular address?' Yes,
fifty-five; no, forty-eight.
"Sixty-two held favorable opinons
and fifty-five unfavorable of the cler
gyman who smokes. Card-playing
by ministers was approved by fiftysix and disapproved by fifty-five.
Eighty-two thought ministers should
attend the theater;
twenty-nine
thought they should not. Fifty con
sidered preaching the minster's most
important work; fifty
thought the
things he did outside the pulpit
counted for more."
We cannot help but feel that one
of the great needs of this age is to
get a new conception of the Christian
ministry. The world seems to he
placing the preaching of God's truth

upon the same level as that of any
other profession. Not only those in
the pew but also those in the pulpit
need to change their thinking along
this line. If the ministers them
selves would get a vision of their
calling our ministry would he comp'etely changed. The
commercial
pieacher would be forced to change
r.is profession while the consecrated
man would receive additional power
with the revelation.
May Taylor as a school exalt
above all other vocations the task of
spreading the Gospel of our Lord.
FROM FAR AWAY INDIA.
The following letter was written
by L. Chester Lewis, a former stu
dent of Taylor, to members of his
class.
Dear Friend:'
My letter to you was commenced
in Lucknow, last Friday, when I
wrote the following:
Here we are enjoying a room in the
Isabella Thoburn College, Lucknow.
Every person in America—every
Methodist at least—who is inform id
as to the missioary work at all, is
familiar with the name, Isabelle Tho
burn College. Certainly every W.
F. M. S. woman is familiar with it.
I', v.as the first college for women es
tablished in all Asia It now has fine
buildings and a large and well-trainfaculty and, in its normal and college
departments, about two hundred stu
dents. Its work is primarily for In
dians, but, as it is carried on in Eng
lish, there is nothing to hinder AngloIndian girls from availing themselves
of ts privileges and it always has a
group of such girls among its stu
dents. Most of our teachers in the
Cawnjore Girl's High School have
gotten their training in the Isabella
Thoburn College.
So,
just the
thought that we are being entertain
ed in this world-famous college has
in it something of a thrill for us.
We are in Lucknow attending the
Dasehra Meetings for two days.
These are meetings held in Lucknow
by our church each fall, during some
Hindu holidays, from which the
meetings get their name.
Ever
since we arrived in India, we have
been hearing of these metings. Last
i ear, I had an attack of fever at the
time of them and we did not try to
attend them. This year we are pres
ent for two short days only, but our
hearts rejoice that we are here this
long even. The meetings are held
with services in both Hindustan and
in English. We are attending only
the Eng'ish services.
Our introduction to the meetings
occurred at six o'clock last evening.
A large hall, the college chapel, was
speaking, although there were some
Indians and many dark-complexion
ed Anglo-Indians scattered through
the audience. One feature, aside
from the presence of the Indians,
that distinguished the gathering from
a similar audience at home, was the
punkahs which were swinging back
and forth with graceful rythm. Usu-
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ally a punkah is a single, small beam
ten or twelve feet long, from which a
heavy two-foot curtain is hung, the
whole of which is suspended from
the ceiling and is pulled back and
forth by coolie.
The meeting opened with a halfhour song service. The book was a
small edition
of
Rodeheaver's
"Awakening Songs," and the singing
was hearty and much like that of a
great convention at home. To our
disappointment, Bishop Warne had
fever. A missionary preached in
liis place, bringing a good message
from the text. "She hath done what
she could."
We had dinner, with the other
guests who are being entertained
here, in the college dining hall. The
after-dinner meeting was held in the
comfortable drawing-room. It com
menced at nine and lasted until after
ten. Perhaps about forty were pres
ent. Rev. Gray was the leader. He
is one of the most spiritual of the
missionaries, was sanctified, as he
told some, of us this morning, at the
Mountain Lake Park Camp Meeting,
and in the simple way in which he
conducts meetings, reminds me some
v hat of my father. It was a meet
ing of songs, Schripture quotations,
testimonies, confessons, special re
quests, and both general and definite
prayers.
We had a good night of rest.
Chotti haziri (little breakfast) was
at seven this morning, in the dining
hall. It consisted, as usual, of onlytoast and tea. A students' meeting-

was held at 7:30, which we did not
attend, spending the time in our room
in prayer instead. At 8:30, E.Stan
ley Jones had the morning general
meeting. His text was Luke 10:27,
and he brought a very strong and
defnite holiness sermon, which was
followed by a general altar service.
Breakfast was served about ten
and was a very satisfactory meal.
We left the children with Miss Moses
in Cawnpore, and had a pleasant
trip coming yesterday. We left
Cawnpore at 12:50 and arrived in
Lucknow at 2:44. We had lunch up
on the train. It was a simple meal
of bread, butter, peanuts, and water.
The fruit, though, was a pound of vely nice large grapes white ones just
like you get from California. They
come to us from the hills, I think,
end their season is just about at its
height now.
The foregoing I wrote in Lucknow.
We enjoyed one day more of the
meetings and returned to Cawnpore
feeling that they had been a great
inspiration to us and that we would
be able to do much better service for
the Master for having been in them.
We are resolved another year to urge
many of the people of our church to
attend them. What camp meetings
are to many sctions of the home-land
these meetings are to northern India;
a time of convcrtions, of reclama
tions, of consecrations and sanetifications, of general refreshing and up
lift.
We remember you in our prayers
and in turn covet your prayers.
In Him,
L. Chester Lewis.

THE MEANING OF SILENCE.
Religion holds many secrets. We
ask innumerable questions about
things we do not understand, but no
answer is given us save in terms of
a silent faith. We are like children
who babble inquisitively about the
mysteries of life to whom we give no
answer. Only the silences of time
and the experiences of future years
can reveal the answer which they
proclaim to us certain facts about
life which we long to know, yet we
in our present limitations can only
conjecture concerning them.
For
the unfolding of the deeper realities
of the Christian life we must depend
upon
"The silence of eternity
Interpreted by love."
Silenec therefore may minister
unto us knowledge. The Psalmist,
impressed by the majesty and power
of the Eternal, put these words into
the mouth of the Deity: "Be stili,
and know that I am God." A
knowledge of the divine comes to us
not by seeking and striving alone,
but also by entering a state of the
ceptive quietude. If we would know
the will of God for our lives, we must
learn the secret of listening for him
to speak. We must learn to hush
our worldly conversations and re
strain our fevered activities long
enough to let him have a chance to
speak to our souls his words of wis
dom and grace. Neither in the tem
pest, nor in the earthquake, nor yet
in the fire, does he most fully reveal
his will, but rather in the gentle
whispers of the still small voice. .
C. C. Coile.

Introducing
Wonderful Values
Every man who desires really fine
Clothes to whom it means something
to wear some of the best woolens,
that ever came off a loom, who rec
ognize superior designing and tailor
ing—to that man can we assure sat
isfaction to the utmost degree. If
you're not acquainted with our ex
treme values, due to readjusted con
ditions, you will be happily surprise^
when you come here.

Price Clothing Co.
MARION, I N D I A N A
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ORGANIZATIONS
THE UNITED STATES SENATE, mittecl the Air Service Bill. Abrid(The Eulogonian Debating Club.)
ged, the Bill provided for Air-Mail
"Rome was not built in a day." and War service; a Secretry for that
These words may be applied to every department; said scretary to be a
j rinciple in life—in the educational, member of the President's Cabinet,
institutional and etiquettical realm. Important outside duties called SenaThe Eulogonian Debating Club being tor Day away and his bill was pasan educational organization it fully sed in his absence by at least three: ealizing the worth of slowly treading forth majority of the Senate.
In
the hard-path to success. On the ev- this modern day of aerial exploits,
tiling of April 16, the members of the such a Bill receives the approval of
club changed their name, pro tempo, the public.
and resolved themselves into a new
Senator Wilde, of North Carolina
body the regular United States Sen- next submitted the Phillipine Democa^e"
racy. Bill. His line of argument deThe College library apartment, the tailed as follows: The Phillipines
regular place of meeting, was beau- haye become a very enlightened and
tifully decorated with the national stable people; they are capable o{
colors and comfortable chairs were gelf ,government; they have been j
11Cii I
rnv r nn T T 1 /
I 'R / \
L ^
provided
for
the vistors (The
Eure
al under the leadership of the Unit
ka and Soangetaha Debating Clubs)
ed States Government. The Cubans
who politely accepted an official in,.
,,
, . were not so loyal under our leaderM a ion o
e mee mg.
very c air gbjp^ st3ill, they were given indepenwas occupied The senators, clad m dence_ We should do jugtice to aU
mce Albert fashion, stove-pipe hats, peoples. Senator Gumban, of the
speks, canes, stand-up collars; carry- Phillipine Islands, further defended
ing magazines, daily papers, doc^. the Bill with his logical arguments.
us ^°.
e
ments, etc., marched in and took their
that the
. ,, , , .
Phillipine annex has produced some
assigned peaces at the tables provid- of the most influential men in politics
ed lor their convenience. President and other business enterprises. ForA. W. Pugh then called the house to mer Governor Hon. Alfredo Q. Gonzalez, now in Boston University was
order,
Senator
Hurrah! The "Eulogs" in session! mentioned in partcular.
'Tis the "Golden Administration" for Pilgrim, of Illinois, was the bitter
the United States of America. They °PPoser of the Bill. He feared that,
will enact the laws of our nation, should the Phillipine be granted indenow, henceforth and forever. "Lais- Pen.dence, Japan and other inimical
sez-faire."
'
nations of the east would invade the
Yes, already three of the most im- Phillipines and "the last state would
portant issues; The Universal Mili- be worse than the first." His argutary Training Bill, the Air Service rne.nt was met by Senator Wilde who
Bill and The Phillipine Democracy Pointed to the section in the Bill
Bill, have come before this new body Providing for a protectorate over
politic. Senator Cortez of Pennsyl- them. The Bill was passed almost
•
• Mili- ntianimrtnoi,.
vania submitted the Universal
unanimously, The Senate then adtary Traning Bill. His plea in de- •lu™ue.<1; .
This
is new experience for us, but
fense of the Bill was based upon the
^
following conditions: That the na- "Practice makes perfect." Come on
tions of this earth are preparing for "Eulogs"; lets keep up with the
var; that the recent World War was times! The world needs us.
We
a perfect demonstration that the must he ready! Come to the Club
most prepared are the mightiest; that ancl take part. 'Twill be the making
the League of Nations offers no guary°uantee against war and that we the
7~
United States of America must rise
THE VOLUNTEERS
abreast the aforesaid conditions to
Monday evening, April 18th, Miss
Provide tor the common defense, Vera Holtzapple had charge of the
promote the general welfare and se- Volunteer Band. She gave a report
cure the blessngs of liberty to our- llpon the life of John Payton, the
selves and our posterity! Senators hero missionary to the New Hibrides.
Daughenbaugh and Fletcher support- Miss Holtzapple has a meek and
i
f ,, \n debate. Senator Flea- touching way of presentation. The
gie olMaryland, senators French, life of Payton inspires the life of
Gilbertson and Taylor were the bit- everyone who hears it.
ter opposers of the Bill. "The U. M.
Monday evening, April 27th, Miss
r- E-. . they argued, would create a Lois Cope, a graduate of Taylor and
militaristic spirit and would ultimate- an old Volunteer, visited the Band,
ly Prussianize America." After a Miss Cope is making a farewell tour
hotly contested debate, pro and con, before sailing to Africa. She spoke
the Bill was finally killed by a vote to the Volunteers, concerning her
of 13 to 8.
call while she was yet three years
Senator Day, of Mass., next sub- old, and how God had held her to
,

r
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NELSON STUDIO

"The Ground Floor Studio"
PHOTOGRAPHY & FRAMING
NOVELTY FRAMES
KODAK FINISHING
223 W. Main St. Hartford City

DR. W. D. PLACE
Dentist
One Square East of Weilers
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA

R . M . Henley — Florist
We grow our own cut flowers
No parcel post charges
H a r t f o r d City I n d .

Phone

175

Last Chance
For you to get the best Hosie
ry at the most reasonable price
Order now

Leisman
The

IDEAL ARCOLA

WATER HEATER
Is what you need
SAVES COAL—NEEDS NO
BASEMENT
For information

C==Fox

Phone 273

UPLAND, IND.

The Holmes Grocery
EATS
GROCERIES AND NOTIONS
A fine line of Fresh Candies.
Mrs, Mary Holmes, Prop.
University Add.

Phone 334
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it until the present time. She also
told of the work that she will do in
Africa. Miss Cope is a volunteer
that we are proud of. She goes to
the dark continent alone. No, not
alone for Jesus is with her.
Let every volunteer pray for her
continually. Oh, how the mission
aries need our prayers! Volunteers,
do you pray every day for the mis
sionaries ?
For the first time this year we
have sent some money to South
America. Twenty-five dollars was
sent to Miss Parks in Peru. It will
be used in regular missionary work,
wherever the need is greatest.
F. D. W.
SOANGETAHA DEBATING
CLUB
The Soangetaha Debating Club met
Saturday evening, April 16, at 6 ;30 in
Room 7. A short business session
was. held and this was followed by a
short, snappy parlimentary drill un
til 7 o'clock. The rest of the evening
was spent very profitably visiting
the Eulogonian Debating Club.
On April 23 a very interesting ex
temporaneous debate was held on the
following question: Resolved, that a
college should not be located near a
qity. The affirmative was defended
by Miss Shaw and Miss Moss, and
the negative by Miss Thacker and
Miss Holzapple. The negative won.
Girls! you can not afford to let
these opportunities slip by. Some
time you will need to know parlia
mentary drill and the debating club
is the place to acquire this knowledge.
Come and meet with us next Satur
day night. Bring your "pep" and
let's finish this term with enthusi
asm and in good style. Come out,
you and your friends.
Reporter

O. C. BOWEN & CO.
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS
GROCERIES,
GENTS' FURNISHINGS
Upland

.

.

.

Indiana

City Barber Shop

ECONOMY STORE
SHOES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
HOSIERY. NOTIONS & RUBBERS
Upland

Jonesboro

We Feed The Town

AGENCY BROWN LAUNDRY

Special Orders Given Prompt
Attention.

UPLAND, IND.

Upland Baking Co.

THE

THE EUREKA DEBATING CLUB.
On April 16th, the Eureka Debat
ing Club met for a half hour's bus
iness session in their usual club
room. The Club adjourned at 7
o'clock in order that its members
might enjoy the special program
given by the Eulogonian Debating
Club.
In the closed session Saturday ev
ening, April 23 rd certain important
business matters were settled and
an interesting parliamentary drill
followed.
The Club honored its victorious In
ter-Club Debaters of the winter term,
Messrs. Collier and Denbo, and its
Inter-Club Debaters of the spring
term,
Messrs.
Hutsipillar
and
French, who are yet to win their
highest honors, with a "big feed"
out in the forest, which has been
made beautiful by the new spring
robe of nature's giving. All who
were present will ever remember the
evening as a most enjoyable one, and
those who were not there will nev
er know that they have missed near
ly half of their life by missing an
evening of good times that cannot
be described.
Reporter.

Student Patronage Solicited.
For SERVICE See Us.

SERVICE HDW. CO.
The first Hardware Store on
your way down town.
Upland
Indiana

If You Have a Printing
Want We Want To
Know About It
Yeater Printing Co.
PUBLISHERS OP

The COMMUNITY COURIER
Upland, Ind.

BEN BRADFORD
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
Upland

-

-

Indiana

Upland State Bank
Upland, Ind.

Capital $25,000.00
Surplus and Profit,
$8,000.00
H. T. CONNELLY, President
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier

Save Your Pony Votes
And give them to the youngsters
entered in Contest

They Will Appreciate It

The Pioneer Drug Store
The REXALL Store
UPLAND

-

=

INDIANA
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PRAYER BAND.
A penson can judge his or her spir
itual condition by the amount of
praying they do. If one has a con
tinual hungering for prayer he is in
a place where he may witness a won
derful growth in his Christian expe
rience. Unless a Christian prays
diligently, today, he will soon be in a
backslidder's condition, "for we wres
tle not aginst flesh and blood, but
against principalities, against pc»vji'against the rulers of the darkness of
this world, against spiritual wickedress in high place
and nothing less
than a prayful life will make us vic
torious.
God has been meeting with us in
the Prayer Band in a pentecostial
way and if you are desirous of being
"filled with all the fullness of God,"
come and join with us each Tuesday
evening. Reports are coming in tell
ing how God has answered our pray
ers and we should be thankful of the
opportunity of praying for our
"neighbor."
It is our desire that every member
of the Prayer Band pray mightily in
secret so that when we meet on
Tuesday evening God will reward
openly. Let us make the Prayer
Band a force in God's kingdom by
making it, by His power, a Travail
ing Band for, "When Zion travaileth,
she shall bring forth fruit." So it is
up to us. Will we fail God ?
EULOGONIANS DEFEAT
EUREKANS
On Saturday, April 16th, at 2:30
in the afternoon, the two teams met
on the field, which was still a little
muddy from the recent rain, and
there they fought it out. It was the
first official game of the season, and
it was a rather long and drawn out
affair. The Eulogonians came ont
with the larger end of the score, giv
ing the Eurekans a rather rough
workout.
Rev. Barrett and L. White, Refer
ees.
LINE UP
Eulogoinan
Position
Eurekan
Shilling, C.
C. Wohlschlagel, G.
Daughenbaugh, L. P. Whitmore, H
Taylor, P.
1st B.
Clench, C.
Day, K.K.
2nd B.
Barrett, C.
French, O.W.
3rd B.
Seelig, H.
Freese, V.
S. S.
Runner, O.
Liesman, E.
L. F.
Whitmore, W.
Pilgrim, E.W. C. F.
Boat, P.H.
Lenox, H.
R. F.
Mabuce, J.
Shilling, J.
Sub. Buckmaster, R.
Casanas.
TAYLOR FIELD MEET
PROPOSED
Recently, on the bulletin board in
the main hall, appeared a challange
from the Thalonian Literary Society,
for a Field Meet to be held this
spring. The chalange stipulated the
events of standing and running
broad jumps, the running high jump,
the shot put, the discus throw, the
pole vault, the 50, 100, 220, and 440
yard dashes, the half mile, mile, and
two mile runs. This challange has
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First Class Beauty Parlor
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been accepted by the Philalethean
Literary Society and tho there have
been no definite arrangements made
as to the date this meet is to be
held, the athletes of the two socie
ties are out training for their events
and we can expect a real lively time
when the meet is held.
TENNIS AND BASEBALL
NEWS
Baseball and Tennis are also ar
ranged for 111 the chalange from the
Thalonian Literary Society, iho the
baseball players have not met on the
diamond in practice, for thier society,
they are practicing and when tne
Lureka-Eulogoian Baseball Series is
oli' their hands, the others will take
their place and the Society Series
will be in full swing.
The Tennis playres are out work
ing with the ones with whom they in
tend to enter the tournament and
there are some lively sets being play
ed every day that the courts are in
shape. Rain has hindered the prac
tice some of the time, but when the
courts are in shape, they are always
used. Some new material has ap
peared since the spring season open
ed and we can still say, "Looks like
'twill be gettin' interesun' soon.,
Davis.
Reporter.
BISHOP WARNES "BABY" ..CON
FERENCE.
The youngest Conference in Meth
odism was born Feb. 1, 1921. It be
longs to Bishop Warne's family of
Conferences. Visitors say that the
grand old man of Indian Methodism
has reproduced himself even more
clearlv in this new Conference than
in the old ones of his family, known
so favorably to Methodism, the North
India and the Northwest India Con
ferences and the remark is very
pleasing to the Baby.
Lucknow Conference is his name,
a/id thereby hangs a story. The
choosing of a name afforded the mem
bers of the Conference their first ex
crcise in debating and they made full
use of the privilege. The missiona
ries, thinking of the effect upon
America, generally favoured the
name "Ganges."
The conference
lies along both sides of the Ganges
and included in its territory the
places regarded by the Hindus as
most sacred—Benares and Allahabad,
the Indian ministers however, were
united in opposition to the name
Ganges because of its association
with Hindu worship. They argued
that the naming of a Christian organ
ization after a non-Christian goddess
and a sacred river would be misunder
stood by the ignorant and credulous
multitudes some of whom might even
consider it to indicate that even the
Christian pay triibute to their god
dess. The lady missionaries were
asked to assist in choosing a name
and with their help the advocates of
"Ganges" won on the first vote and
the conference actually bore that
name for twenty-four hour's but in
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Ralph C. Cottrell

DR. ALLEN B. CAINE

Specialist on the Fitting of Glasses

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
SIXTH FLOOR MARION NAT. BANK
BLDG.
MARION,INDIANA

Special Attention
Given the
Eyes of School Children

421-422 Marion Nat. Bank Bldg.

Harry F. Gravelle

Marion, Indiana
Phone 246
Sundays by appointment

DENTIST

508 Marion National Bank Bldg.
MARION, IND.

All the latest
Sheet Music,
Victor Records
and
Player Rolls.
Home of
Stelnway
Pianos and
other leading
makes of
Pianos and
Player Pianos.

Have Your Eyes Examined

FARIS &

FAR1S

Optometrists
C. C. Faris

TELEPHONE 72

Emil Faris

House of Butler

South Side Square
Marion, Ind.

Marion, Ind.
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent.

LONG'S

Cleaners and Dyers
Hat
Remodiers

Garment
Cleaning, Dyeing
Office 120 West 3rd S>.

SHIP BY PARCEL POST

MARION IND.

An Open Secret
When a man is forced to wear the same suit
day in and day out without a change—he is
denying himself a relaxation and freshness
of feeling that comes with the simple change
in his apparel. Cloth craft Clothes being
moderately priced has enabled many men to
own two suits where formerly they had only
one, and the written guarantee assures sat
isfactory tvear and service.

The Golden Eagle
Upland

•

•

Gas City
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deference to the wishes of the Indian
members of Conference reconsidera
tion was voted and "Lucknow" was
adopted.
Lucknow is Methodism's greatest
center outside of the United States.
Here our Church has more mission
aries than in any other city. A mam
moth educational work is being done
by the Lucknow Christian College,
the Isabella Thoburn College, two re
lated High Schools, a Normal School
and a School of Commerce. One of
the greatest religious publishing
houses in Asia is sending forth over
India a constant stream of books,
periodicals
and
tracts. Bishop
Warne's resdence is here. The Cen
tral Office of the Epworth League in
India and Burma is also here. Luck
now is near the northwest and westem boundaries of the Conference,
which extends south and east for
eight Districts are included, Luck
now, Cawnpore, Allahabad, Gonda,
Rae Barelia, Ballia, Arrah and Tirhoot.
The strength of the Indian mem
bers of the Conference is very im
pressive. No other conference in In
dia has among its members so many
outstanding capable Indian minis
ters. Probably nowhere else in Asia
is there such a strong group of na
tive clergymen in one Annual Con
ference.
Only a few days before the Confer
ence was originated news came that
one of its charter members, Rev.
Emanuel Sukh had been chosen by
the Government of the Province of
Bihar and Orissa to be one of the
nine nominated members of the first
Legislative Council of the Province.
Much has been written of the Mass
Movement among the
depressed
classes of India. One of these very
great Mass Movement is working
now in the Arrah and Ballia Districts
of the Lucknow Conference and many
thousands of outcastes are pushing
their way toward Christ., but let no
one think that Methodism is not
reaching the higher classes. We are
reaching all classes, and our schools
aw lifting many of the depressed to
a position of equity with the highest
class in India.
The growth of Methodism in India
must be particularly pleasing to the
holiness people because of the way
in which the Bishops and nearly all
the leaders of the church here testi
fy to the experience of sanctification
and preach it to their people. The
passion to spread scriptural holiness
throughout the world is very general
among the missionaries the Metho
dist church has sent to India A large
proportion of the missionaries have
come fnom such holiness colleges or
Universities as Taylor, Asbury, Mer
idian and Central Holiness College
at Oskaloosa and every possible re
cruit of the right sort from such col
leges is sought after aggressively.
Let Taylor's keenest minded and most
holv students look toward India.

J. Warkom Pickett.

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO

Have you a recent Photograph that you like
to use for business purposes?

OIlj? IGarrtmrr Art
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SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Special Discount Given to Taylor University Students on NEW SPRING WEARABLES
"The Best Place To Trade After All"

COMPLETE LINE OF

Hardware, Plumbing Supplies
Sheet Metal Work and Auto Tires

Hartford Hardware Co,
Hartford City. Indiana

BLAKE'S

Dry Goods

Notions

LADIES-READY-TO-WEAR
The three things we cater to are Style,
Quality & Price

20% Discount to all students
for the next 10 days
MAKE THIS YOUR SLOOAN

' Shop In Hartford City"

BLAKE'S
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A DAY AT TAYLOR UNIVERSITY.
Classes open at seven thirty. You well?" Those other couples, Burke
It is said that Taylor University can see the students coming from ev White and John Mabuce are old sea
is better known in parts of China, ery quarter. That fellow with his men. They sail on the social ship
Japan, India and South Amarica than pockets full of letters is the college quite often. Well, "when I became a
man, 1 puo away childish thin;-,.
in the country surronding the college. Postmaster.
That extremely tall
After the evening meal we will -go
Many of our neighbors think that man is the Dean and that extremely
we are just a little world of theolo little woman is the French teacher. to Holiness League. Dr. Vayhinger
gy, all our own.
They have such 'They make an odd couple, do they will have charge this evening. He
will preach a Holiness sermon. "Oh
poor conceptions of what is really go not?"
what a feast."
ing on just "up beyond the village
Everything is quiet now. It is ten
After the Holiness League on Friborder." People are beginning to get minutes until eight. You ask who is
their eyes open. Individuals and in tne man coming up the walk in high d ay evening it is the custom for one
stitutions that have entertained such gear. Why, that is Prof. Wray. He of the Literary Societies to render a
program, but tonight the blind read
preconceived ideas are approaching is going to meet his 7:30 class.
the time—;yea, they are face to face
It is now time for chapel. A not er, Prof. Thompson from the Curry
with it,—that they will have to set ed lectured from Chicago will speak school of expression will give an ar
back and take notice. If you will to the students. You will do well to tist recital. The ticket will cost you
spend a day in T. U. with me I will hear it. We consider it a rare priv only one dollar.
assure you that your time will be well ilege to hear the world's greatest
We very often have a famous reci
spent.
tal of this nature. After the recital
chemist, Mr. Raider.
If you arte coming by train you will
Yes, the dinner diet has more-of -u the activities for the day are over.
probably arrive in the morning about variety, than the morning meal. We You have visited T. U one day. I am
2:04 o'clock. Sickler dormitory has sometimes have apple butter, mash sorry that you cannot be here tomor
room for one or two more, so you ed potatoes, soup and if company row evening to hear the Inter-Club
may find a bed in which to sleep un comes we might expect prunes for debate. Next week, Burton Thatch
til breakfast. Do not be surprised dessert. Such is school life.
er, the great vocal soloist, will be
if you are awakened about five
At twelve forty-five, a returned here and we are also looking for the
o'clock by shouts of laughter below missionary from South America will "Fighting Parson" from Chicago to
your window. Tennis is a noisy speak to the Volunteers.
All the give us a lecture.
game when played before getting up students are invited. How it inspires
Good-bye. Come to see us again,
time. If suddenly the house begins your heart to hear such spirit-filled about
commencement time.
to violently shake, do not be disturb men who have seen real service on
Fred D. Wilde.
ed. It is nothing except Mr. Wohl- the field.
schlegel coming down stairs, to ring
Classes are resumed at one thirty.
the rising bell.
Percy Whitmore, "I knew we'd
The campus is again quiet. Oh, howLet us take a little walk about the beautiful out on the grass! The rob have prunes for lunch. I saw a man
out prunning the trees this very
campus before we go to breakfast. ins are hopping about.
morning."
That noise you hear is some of the
At three thirty the tennis courts
students praying in the prayer tow are alive; also the ball diamond. I
er.
heard the captain say, "Eulogonian
Rosebud at table: "Miss Hostess,
please may I vanish?"
Now for breakfast "Do you like practice."
pancakes and corn flakes?" That
At four tli" iy some desire o ke
is the only scientific food for students advantage of the social p-ivilege
Husband, "Didn't I telegraph you
you know. You might feed them on hour. Yes, that little couple has not to bring your mother with you."
French toast or dried beef gravy once just recently started,— Wesley and
Wife, "That's what she wants to
in a while, but not often.
Miss Daugherty. "Don't they match see you about."

THE GEM

The annual publication of the student body of Taylor University will be

ready about May 15th.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

Get in touch with Taylor University through the medium of " T H E G E M "
Price $4.00
THE GINGER JAR
Miss Mallory to Florence Biggs
reading "Hiawatha's Wooing": "Oh
Miss Biggs, can't you just picture
that scene ? Put a bit more love in
to it."
Stella Thacker, after meditatingly
gazing upon the moon and stars:
"The night was dark, yes, very dark;
A man stood on the street;
His heart was filled with bitterness,
His shoes were filled with feet."

J. C. Burke White, Sub. Mgr.
"Miss Brown," the instructor rep
In accordance with her usual cus
rimanded with his heaviest sarcasm,
tom,
she walked into the classroom
"how will you have your tea this
ten minutes late.
afternoon ?"
"Without the lemon, please." was
Mr. Link to Miss Taylor, "When
the mild retort
you first saw a irattle-snake did you
run ?"
We understand that some of our
Miss Taylor, "No."
former students have taken up catMr. Link, "You had more nerve
hunting for their pet hobby.
than I, then."
Dog, "It's nip and tuck, kitty!"
Miss Taylor, "Foolishness! It was
Cat, "Yes, but ye ain't tuck a nip
in a glass case."
yet."

Alice Wesler, "Let's hide an alarmclock in their room."
Miss Walker calls to group of
Johnnie Speers, "Oh, they'd hear
girls in hallway, "Say girls, does it ticking."
anybody have "A Little Bit of
Mable Landen, "No, they wouldn't
Heaven ?"
They'd think it was the bed-ticking."

Do you really believe there is any
thing in the saying, "Like father,
like son?"
Certainly, I do. I know a barber
and already he has three little shav
ers.
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Are You Going To College Next Year ?
Do You Know That

Taylor University

UPLAND, INDIANA

offers superior advantages?
1. In Scholarship

Honors at Yale University
Honors at Columbia University
have recently been secured by Taylor men.
Two former Taylor students were among
SEVEN ONLY in the Senior Class at the
University of Michigan who received all A's
for work in the first semester.
At the Colorado College of Mines and at
the University of Indiana our men stand
high.
2. In Religious Life

'"A high Christian standard is maintained
in teaching and experience.
Frequent Revivals occur.
Students are enthusiastic in Christian
service.
3. In Low Expenses and Self Help

A door of opportunity to many young
people.
Catalog describing departments, courses of study and other
features may be had on application to
President NI. Vayhinger.

